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ABSTRACT

Ever since surface-mounting technology (SMT) for printed circuit board (PCB) assembly processes has been developed,
electrical products continuously tend toward the miniaturization of components, with denser packing of its boards. With the
increasing necessity for reliable PCB product, there has been a considerable demand for high speed, high precision vision
system to place the electric parts on PCB automatically. To recognize the electric parts with high accuracy and reliability,
illumination condition is instrumental to acquisition of part images. In this paper, a versatile lighting is developed which
utilizes three different types of illuminating methods: direct, indirect, and back-light illumination. The direct illumination
uses to recognize the flat and specular surface of electric parts such as lead, and indirect illumination to recognize the
lambertian surface or curved specular surface such as J-lead, BGA ball and gull-wing type lead. Finally, the back-light
illumination is used to extract the orientation and location of the electric parts from acquired image. The recognition
algorithm, since geometry and dimension vary with part, has been also developed for various electric parts. The recognition
algorithm consists of two different image processing methods. One is binary image based algorithm to increase the speed of
image processing algorithm and to recognize parts and defects, and the other is gray-level based algorithm to increase the
accuracy ofrecognized parts pose. The performances ofthe developed vision system and recognition algorithm are tested on
a number of samples of the electric parts used for PCB board. Experimental results reveal that the proposed system
recognizes various type of electric parts with good accuracy and fast speed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Surface mount technology(SMT) has been originally developed in the mid 1960's in part to overcome some of the
limitations of through hole assembly technology and more recently, surface mounting has become a popular technique for
connecting a electronic. Components are soldered directly onto metal pads on the surface of the board without the use of
through holes. Surface-mount devices are typically smaller than the through hole-typed counterparts and allow their board
density higher. The popular surface mount electronic components are the plastic-leaded chip carrier(PLCC), the small-
outline integrated circuit(SOIC), chip capacitor, chip resistor, ball grid array, and chip scale package(CSP).

The major processes in SMT assembly process include application of solder paste, component placement, reflow or wave
soldering and surface cleaning. In the component placement process which is our topic in this paper, as shown in figure 1,
the electric components is picked up from a feeder via a vacuum spindle and head(referred as a nozzle), and are aligned to
proper orientation and location and are then placed properly on the PCB upon release of the vacuum. The alignment process
is very important to guarantee the placement accuracy. Two types of alignment are accomplished either by mechanical
means or with the aid of machine vision. In these days, SMD components show smaller pins and narrow space between pins
so that even a very precise mechanical placement is considered to be not accuracy enough. Furthermore, the printed circuit
board can be slightly dilated by small change of condition of environment such as temperature. For this reason, relative
position of pins and footprints on PCB is relevant and therefore, vision system is required to feedback the relative
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positioning error. The vision system is widely used not only to measure the pose of components relative to the center of
picker, but also to inspect the defects of the picked component such as cracks, pitting, or chipping, missing lead, and the
verification of component presence in the assembly.

In the vision system, acquiring a good quality image is very important in the placement of surface mount devices, since
subsequent image processing depends on the quality of acquired image to reduce the noise. Here, illumination technique
plays an important role in the acquisition of a high-quality image. However, types of SMD components exceed more 30, and
the features of each component vary. In components such as QFP and SOIC with gull-wing type of lead, lead position is an
important feature and direct illumination technique is one of a good solution. On the contrary, with direct illumination, the
components with J-type of lead, stable features are difficult to acquire from captured image because highlight patterns in the
image are only near flat part of J-type lead.

To accommodate the various types of SMD component, a versatile vision system is developed, that is equipped with
three different types of illuminating devices: direct, indirect, and back-light illumination The direct illumination is used to
recognize flat and specular surface of electric parts such as lead, and indirect illumination to recognize lambertian surface or
curved specular surface such as J-lead, BGA or CSP ball and gull-wing type lead. Finally, back-light illumination is used to
extract the orientation and location of electric parts from acquired image. Utilizing these illumination systems various vision
algorithms are developed to measure the relative position and orientation of components and to inspect their defects.

The performances of the developed vision system and vision algorithm are tested on a number of samples of the SMD
components. Experimental results show that the proposed system can works well for various types of electric parts with good

accuracy and speed.

2. ILLUMINATION SYSTEM

In figure 2, a schematic is shown for the developed illumination system. It consists of three different types of illumination
devices employing direct illumination, indirect illumination, back-light illumination, a CCD camera with zoom lens giving a
minimum field of view of approximately from 4mm x 4mm to 40 mm x4Omm. The LED is selected as an illumination source
because the light intensity is easily controlled.

The schematics of three types of illumination are shown in figure 3 . The direct illumination system is based on co-axial
illumination and is constructed by using a half-mirror. The target of direct illumination is the flat and specular surface of
SMD components such as lead and body. The only flat surface reflects the ray from direct illumination into camera directly
and high light patterns are acquired. The efficient area of the illumination is 40mm x 40mm in size and the focal area which
has same light intensity is 30mm x 30mm. Figure 3 shows three different types of illumination methods.

1. Surface mount placement process
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Figure 3 . Three types of illumination methods

The curved surface such as J-type lead, BGA ball and so on, is captured by indirect illumination. The ray from indirect
illumination reflects curved surface and goes into CCD camera. The indirect illumination generated by an array of SMD chip
leads which has 3000 mili-candela light intensity. The incident angle of indirect system is important because reflected ray
from curved surface goes into CCD camera. The incident angle in indirect illumination is selected from 1 5° to 3 5° from the
consideration of the surface angle distribution on the previous study[ 10,11]. The intensity distribution of indirect system is
tested by capturing images on the lambertian surface and is shown in figure 4. The result shows the light distribution is
approximately uniform throughtout the field of camera view.
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Figure 2 The schematic of the proposed illumination system
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The backlight system can not easily implemented because light source are attached to the picker. The weight of picker
is an important fact influencing the speed of picker movement. To reduce the weight of picker, the back light source is
attached vertically to the direct and indirect illumination system, and the only half mirror is attached to the picker as shown
in Fig 2. The light is reflected to half mirror and goes into the camera directly. By using the beam split mirror, the light
source are separated from the jig.

3. VISION ALGORITHM

In this chapter, we introduce the vision algorithms to determine the position and orientation of three different types of
components which are frequently being used for PCB packaging ; SOIJ(QFP), TR, BGA. The image processing algorithm
consists of two different image processing methods. One is the binary image based algorithm to increase the speed of image
processing algorithm and to recognize parts and defects, and the other is the gray-level based algorithm to increase the
accuracy of parts pose. The vision algorithms developed for each electronic component are explained in the subsequent
sections.

3.1. Vision algorithm for SOIJ

J-lead type SOIJ is shown in figure 5, the J-type leads are attached to both sides of the package with a certain lead width
and pitch. In the case of SOIJ, the number of leads, the lead pitch, the lead width, chip position and orientation are the major
information extracted by the vision algorithm.

Packace

\\ J-type cad

so:der
1) Orientation and location of the component

—iI
Lead ength

'I Lead width

The back lighting method is used to determine the chip orientation and location. Figure 6(a) shows the back lighting
image of SOIJ. As can be seen, the image by back lighting method is highly contrasted. The major feature in this image type
is the edge of the package. The edge detection method with Sobel operator is applied to the back lighting image, and the
processed image is shown in figure 6(b). To obtain the chip orientation and location, edge line of the component body is
obtained. The vision algorithm composed of two parts: a moment-based method and Hough transform-based method is
applied. Using the extracted edge information, a moment-based method is firstly applied to the edge image. Orientation is
defined as the angle of axis of the least moment of inertia. It is obtained by minimizing the moment of inertia with respect to
the angle. Location is defined as the center of mass. The detailed description for the moment-based method has been
presented in reference [13]. Secondly, Hough-transform method is applied to find the line feature of the chip body in the
edge image. Through the obtained line information, the chip orientation and location are calculated again. By using the
moment and the line informations, we can find more accurate posture parameters.

£_ Lead pitch

Figure 5. SOIJ and the extracted information
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c) Hough transformed image

Figure 6. the back-lighting image & the edge image
2) Lead inspection

Because J-type lead has the curved shape, both direct and indirect illuminations are applied for inspecting the leads.
Figures 7 and 8 show the captured image and the flow chart of the SOIJ inspection algorithm, respectively. In the image, the
highlight patterns are the chip leads. It is observed that the background and the chip body are not distinctly divided. The
captured image is firstly binarized by optimal thresholding technique [1 3], and then the white objects in the binarized image
are blobbed and labeled. Secondly, the centroid ofeach white blob is calculated to find the position ofeach lead.

BinarIze

Blob analysis

Line fitting

Lead segmentation

—7::: Profile analysis

Teaching information

Figure 7. The captured image to inspection J-type lead Figure 8. SOIJ inspection algorithm

In figure 9, the pre-processed images are shown. The obtained centroids are used to classify the blobs into two groups:
left/right lead array. All lead centroids are fitted to a line based on least square error method. The line fitting method is as
follow:

U = av+b

a=(NxUVUV)/(NxVV2) (1)

b=(UV-UVXV)/(NXVV2)

where 11 ' = i ' 17= v ' V = v2 u and v is the coordinate values of the blob center, and N denotes

total number ofleads. Left/right array can be recognized through determining whether each lead is on left or right of this line.

L
b) the edge imagea) the back-lighting image
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Left lead array

TR component is shown in figure 10. The flat leads are attached to both sides of the package. The number of lead,
locations of each lead, the orientation and positions of components are the major parameters to be extracted by the proposed
vision algorithm.

1) The component orientation and locations

Figure 10. TR and the parameters to be determined

The backlighting image of TR is shown in figure 11(a). After the image is captured, the edge is extracted by a simple sobel
operation. Figure 14(b) shows the edge images. Hough transform is applied to the edge image, which is frequently used to

From the classified results, each lead array is fitted to a line for the profile analysis. It is shown in figure 9(a). Figure 9 (b)
show the intensity variation along these lines. By analyzing the intensity profile, we can obtain the information of the lead
width, lead pitch, and foot length. The thresholding value is acquired by the above mentioned optimal thresholding technique.
From the prior knowledge ofthe total lead number, the lead width and pitch are easily calculated.

Right lead array

100

a) The fitted line of each lead array

3.2 Vision algorithm for TR

b) Intensity profile

Figure 9. Intensity variation along the fitted line of each lead array
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detect line. Its advantage is that it is relatively unaffected by gaps in line and by noise. The figure (c) show the result of line

matching by hough transform. The center location (Xtr'Ytr ) and orientation (0 ) are calculated from the four lines

expressed by (a,b : y=ax+b). To find the center coordinates ofthe TR body, the intersection points oftwo adjacent lines are

calculated. The intersection points (x1 , y ) oftwo adjacent line is expressed by equation (2). The center coordinates of TR

are calculated by the average of the four intersection points. The rotation angle °tr calculated from the average gradient of

two long line shown in figure 1 1(c).

* r -i—I r
x. Ia1 —ii lb1I = 1 (2)
yi [a2 —lJ [b2

where x and y are the ith intersection point and a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 are the line components oftwo adjacent lines.

:• (Xtr,Ytr,&tr)

(a) captured image (b) edge image (c) line fitting by hough transform

Figure 1 1. Backlight image of a TR part

2) The lead length and width

When the image is input to the algorithm, then by performing thresholding, binary image is obtained and discriminantes
leads from the background. Figure 12(a) shows the graylevel histogram. The graylevel distribution of lead is separated from
that of body and background. In this process, adaptive optimal thresholding technique is applied since both images of lead
and background are changing with illumination condition. The thresholding technique is based on nonparametric method[13].
The graylevel distribution is normalized and then, threshold value is calculated to maximize the variances of two graylevel
disribution. The resultant binary image is shown in figure 12(b). After thresholding, the center of each blob is calculated
through labeling method. To find the width and length of lead, the line fitting by hough transform is applied by using edge
information ofthe TR lead and then, a similar image processing is done.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Experimental conditions

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, a series of experiments was performed for various types of SMD
components. The proposed vision algorithm was tested for various orientations and locations and various contrast in image
by changing light intensity. The calculated orientations and locations are compared to the predetermined orientation and
position using the optical X-Y-O optical jig.

The image calibration is performed by using well known camera model[12,13]. The camera calibration is to find the

yax+b

x
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Figure 12. The image processing of a TR part(continue)

relation ship between image coomiates (u,v) and world coordinates (x,y). The relation is expressed by

x=a1u3 +Lu2v+c1uv2 +d1v3 +eu2 +jv2 +g1uv+/u+v+j1
y =a2u3 +b2u2v+c2uv2 +d2v3 +e2u2 +f2v2 +g2uv+h2u +i2v+j2

(3)

and the above equation is also expressed by a matrix form, equation(4), and the 12 unknown parameters are found by using
inverse transformation procedure. The chart used for the calibration and the calibration errors are shown in figure 13. The
maximum calibration error is 0.0 107 nmTl and the averaged error is 0.00526 within 10mm x 10mm FOV.

3 2 2 2 2
x1 y1 Ui U1 l/ U1V1 l' 1 I I V1 1

('.1.)

X, Y, = u,3 u,2v uv2 v,,3 u, v U,,V U V 1

x 3 2 2 2 2
1N YN UN UN VN UNVN VN UN V UNVN UN VN

(a) Captured image and graylevel histogram of a TR part

blob 1

blob3

blob2
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Binary image

(d) image process for lead width and length

Figure 12. The image processing ofa TR part

4.2 The results of orientation and rotation calculation

Table 1 shows the calculated errors obtained after reliability test of the proposed illumination system and vision
algorithm. The 10 images for each component are captured in the same position. The processed images are used to extract
lines and all orientations and locations are calculated. These experimental results show that the reliability of the proposed
system is so good to guarantee 10% and 6.25%maximum errors for TR and SOIJ components, respectively.

, . • ** * *
* * 1 • * p . •* a* a • a t * • • zi i *

? . .
= , , ,*

* .** .*a*a
4 * . * •* •

(a) calibration chart

Figure 13. The chart for calibration and the calibration results

Table 1 . Reliabilitytest for SOIJ and TR components

a) experimental results of SOIJ (b) experimental results of TR

Line fitting
Edge extraction by hough transform Reshaping lead

(b) error distribution in a calibrated image

Trial 1 width of length of pitch of
lead lead lead

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

0.52 1.08 1.27
0.53 1.08 1.27
0.52 1.08 1.27
0.52 1.08 1.27
0.52 1.08 1.27
0.51 1 .08 1 .27
0.52 1.08 1.27
0.52 1.08 1.27
0.52 1.08 1.27
0.51 1.08 1.27

CADdata 0.50 1.20 1.26
average 0.52 1.08 1.27

avg. error(mm) 0.01 —0.12 0.01
avg. error(%) 2.00 —10.00 0.79

max. error(mm 0.01 0.12 0.02
max. error(%) 2.00 10.00 1.59

Trial 1
width of width of width of Body Body
lead 1 lead 2 lead 3 width height

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.36 0.33 0.32 1.75 1.17
0.34 0.35 0.32 1.74 1.18
0.35 0.32 0.32 1.76 1.18
0.36 0.34 0.33 1.77 1.18
0.36 0.34 0.32 1.75 1.19
0.35 0.33 0.32 1.73 1.17
0.36 0.32 0.33 1 .75 1 .20
0.36 0.34 0.33 1.76 1.17
0.36 0.33 0.34 1.77 1.18
0.35 0.33 0.32 1.75 1.17

CADdata 0.35 0.33 0.32 1.75 1.20
average 0.36 0.33 0.33 1.75 1.18

avg. error(mm) 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02
avg.error(%) 2.86 0.00 3.13 0.00 1.67

max. error(mm) 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03
max. error(%) 2.86 6.06 6.25 1.14 2.50
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The major features of SMD placement for accurate placement are the orientation and location. Table 2 shows the results
of the orientations and locations of four components In these results appearing at table 2, the errors in each corner appear
slightly larger than that of center because the corner images are slightly distorted even though camera calibration. The
average errors of location and orientation are below 0. 1 5mm and 0.08mm respectively. The experimental results show that
the proposed vision system is accurate to place the components with 0.5mmfine pitch.

Table 2. Experimental results oflocation and orientation for SOIJ and TR components

Trial 3 x location y location angle
1 2.12 1.11 10.11
2 2.11 1.11 10.14
3 2.13 1.12 9.96
4 2.12 1.10 10.04
5 2.13 1.11 9.96
6 2.12 1.11 10.04
7 2.11 1.12 9.91
8 2.12 1.13 10.05
9 2.11 1.12 9.97
10 2.12 1.12 9.95

real position 2.12 1 .12 10.00
average 2.12 1.11 10.02

avg. error(mm) 0.01 0.01 0.02
max. error(mm) 0.01 0.02 0.14

(a) position errors of SOIJ at center

Trial 4 x location y location angle
1 1.53 1.51 15.11
2 1.57 1.54 15.19
3 1.49 1.52 14.89
4 1.43 1.53 15.06
5 1.51 1.49 14.91
6 1.44 1.44 14.98
7 1.48 1.54 15.13
8 1.49 1.51 14.90
9 1.49 1.55 14.97
10 1.51 1.43 15.12

real position 1 .50 1 .50 1 5.00
average 1.49 1.51 15.02

avg. error(mm) 0.01 0.01 0.02
max. error(mm) 0.07 0.07 0.19

(c) position errors of SOIJ at corner

Trial 3 x location y location angle
1 1.02 0.51 5.11
2 0.98 0.52 5.13
3 1.00 0.48 5.07
4 1 .01 0.49 4.91
5 1.02 0.50 5.04
6 0.98 0.52 5.03
7 1 .02 0.47 4.98
8 1 .01 0.48 4.94
9 0.99 0.51 5.02
10 1.00 0.50 4.98

real position 1 .00 0.50 5.00
average 1.00 0.50 5.03

avg. error(mm) 0.00 0.00 0.04
max. error(mm 0.02 0.03 0.13

(b) position errors ofTR at center

Trial 4 x location y location angle
1 1.09 0.54 10.19
2 0.97 0.48 10.20
3 1.04 0.55 9.91
4 1.12 0.52 10.09
5 0.97 0.49 0.92
6 0.98 0.59 10.04
7 1.01 0.44 9.91
8 1.04 0.46 10.11
9 1.07 0.52 9.89
10 0.94 0.53 9.95

real position 1 .00 0.50 1 0.00
average 1.02 0.51 9.03

avg. error(mm) 0.01 0.01 0.97
max. error(mm) 0.12 0.09 0.20

(d) position errors of TR at corner

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an automated vision system and vision algorithms for SMD placement machines has been developed. The
integrated illumination system is developed. The developed vision system has three types of illumination methods and can
acquire reliable features of various types of SMD components. This illuminant system was found to reduce image noise and
enhance contrast.

The vision algorithm consists of two different image processing methods. One is the binary image based algorithm to
increase the speed of image processing algorithm and to recognize parts and defects, while the other is the gray-level based
algorithm to increase the accuracy ofrecognized parts pose.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed vision algorithms, a series of experiments was conducted for several types
of components. The experimental results show the developed algorithm can measure the relative position and orientation
with a good accuracy and fast processing time less than 100 millisececonds. They also show the robustness of the proposed
algorithm in the presence ofnoisy and low constant images.
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